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Chapter I  

Mario's school closed two weeks

before the end of the school year.

They had to do some building work.

It was great news for him. He could

spend an extra two weeks at his

favourite place in the world:

Fairmount! It didn't bother him that

the rest of the children on the

residential estate wouldn't have

arrived yet. 
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When he got to Theresa's house, he

also said hello to Peter, and after

leaving his things in his bedroom he

went out on his bike.
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- Don't go far! said Theresa.

- No, no, I won't! replied Mario.

And off he went happily on his bike.

To begin with he did laps around

the house, but after the third lap he

was already bored. Although he

knew he shouldn't, he went to the

main road and pedalled and

pedalled without having any idea

where he would end up.

"It doesn't matter if I go a little bit

further than usual", though Mario.
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The streets on the estate were

deserted. Mario looked at the

houses and the trees to see if there

was anything interesting. At the

end of the Main Street he taught he

could see a swimming pool. He

went to have a closer look and left

his bike on the ground. He peered

through a small gap in the fence. 
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The swimming pool was very big,

and it gave off an orangey yellowy

light, as if the sun was shining up

through the surface of the water.

He looked around to see if there

was anyone nearby. All clear. He

found a hole in the fence that was

just big enough for him to squeeze

through.
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Mario was walking slowly towards
the swimming pool when he

suddenly heard a voice coming
from the house:

- Hello!

- Aarrgghh! screamed Mario. He
got a terrible fright.

- Aarrgghh! screamed a boy,
almost like an echo.

Mario was just about to run away
when the boy shouted:

- Hold on, wait, don't go! 
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Mario stood still in the middle of
the garden. The boy was at a

window on the first floor of the
house.  He took ages coming down.

Eventually, he opened a sliding
door in the living room and came

out into the back  garden to talk to
Mario. The boy walked slowly.

Alongside him was a large black
and brown German shepherd dog.

It barked twice at Mario and didn´t
leave its masters side.
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- Hi, my name's Seb and this is
Nico.

- Hi, I'm Mario. What haven't you
got any hair, Seb? asked Mario,

feeling curious.

- Because I'm ill and the medicines
I have to take made my hair fall

out. But I'm going to get better. I'm
here to get well.
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- What illness is that? asked Mario,
feeling even more curious. My hair

doesn't fall out when I get ill.

- I have cancer, replied Seb. It's
just that the medicines they give

me are very strong. But I'm going to
get well. They've started me on a

new treatment that's going to work.
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- What a lovely dog! said Mario,
looking at Nico.  I've got lots of

dogs: Nero is like Nico, and then
there's Bimba, Keira, Rocky and

Gigi. Well, Gigi is a cat. But I prefer
dogs. When I grow up I'm going to
be one of those policemen that go

around with a dog, and it's going to
be like yours. But... isn't Nico a

person's name?
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- Nico is just like a person. He looks
after me when my parents go off to

work in the morning, or when I go
out for a walk to build up my

strength... Although I'm already old
enough to...

- How old are you? asked Mario.
- I'm going to be fifteen in

December.
- That is pretty old... but you look

younger. 
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- And how old are you, cheeky kid?
asked Seb, sightly annoyed.

- I'm eight.
- Well you... Seb began to say.

An alarm went off. It was Seb's
mobile phone. He took it out of his

jeans pocket and looked at it.

- Wow, it's the new iPhone!!
exclaimed Mario in amazement.

- It's not the one. It's the 8 plus.
They've brought out a lot more

since this one... 
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Litsen, Mario, I have to go now -
said Seb a little anxiously-. I have

to take my medicine and then I
need to rest for a while. You can

come back this afternoon or
tomorrow if you want. Only next
time you can come through the

gate. I'll open it for you. 
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Seb pointed lo a large black gate
that started to open slowly. Mario´s

eyes opened wide and he said:

- Wow, it's magic! I'll be back this
afternoon... Bye!

Mario ran towards the open gate.
Before he got there, he looked back
but Seb wasn't there. Mario picked

up his bike and went home for
lunch. 
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Chapter II
Mario didn't know whether to tell

Theresa that he had met Seb. If he
told her, Theresa would realise he
had gone too far, and she would
get angry. But if he didn't tell her

he knew he wouldn't be able to
contain himself.

Sitting at the table having his
lunch, Mario spoke excitedly:

- I met a boy who has superpowers,
just like you two! Bur he doesn't

even need to say "open up" to the
make his gate open. He just points

at it and it opens. It's amazing!
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- Really? Then he must be a good
boy. And where didyou meet him?

asked Theresa.

- Well, er, let me think... it was near
here... er... yeah, that's right, round
here, not far at all... replied Mario,

staring at his plate.

- Are you lying? asked Theresa.

- No, he really does have
superpowers! I was in his garden

and he pinted at the front gate and
it opened! His name's Seb! shouted

Mario, pretending to be angry. 
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- But didn't you say you'd met him
around here? asked Peter.

- Did you say Seb? Theresa asked
Mario.

- Yes, replied Mario in a low voice.
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- Poor boy and poor parents 
- said Theresa-. Since he fell ill you
hardly ever see them around here.

It's good that you were with him. It's
not very far to his house by bike, is
it? It must be very difficult to have
friends when you can't go to school

and you have to spend all day at
the hospital. I didn't know they

were here. 
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Mario breathed a sigh of relief and
said:

- Seb told me they're here so that
can he get well. They've given him a
new medicine or something. But he
gets really tired. And they have a
beautiful dog called Nico. It's a

German shepherd. Can I go back
there this afternoon? asked Mario.

- Of course! -said Theresa-. And
there was no need to lie, was

there? Hey, come here.
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Theresa gave Mario a warm hug
and a big fat kiss on the cheek.

And after lunch they laughed a lot
and played Ludo until Mario got on

his bike and went to visit Seb.
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- You know what I would most like

to do in the world, apart from being

a policeman with a police dog?

Mario asked Seb.

- No, tell me.

- I'd like to join the school mountain

bike team, said Mario.

- So why don't  you? Are you ill as

well? asked Seb.
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- No, replied Mario.

- So? I don't know what's stopping

you, said Seb.

- Because they won't... because

they wouldn't let me, said Mario,

with a sadness in his voice.

- But why wouldn't they let you?

insisted Seb.

- No, leave it, I just can't.

Mario was starting to get upset.

- Have you tried? 
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-  Leave me alone! I just can't !

shouted. Mario, turning his back on

Seb.

- And you want to be a policeman?

But you are a chicken! A little

scaredy- cat! You can't even pluck

up the courage to say what you

want! shouted Seb.

That hurt Mario. He wasn't a

chicken. He was very brave, and

one day he would be a policeman

and catch all the baddies; and to

do that you had to be brave. But he

couldn't ask to join the mountain

bike team. 
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- I'm not a scaredy-cat! -screamed

Mario-. I'm not a scaredy-cat and

I'm not a chicken! he screamed

again.

- Mario take it easy, calm down! I'm

sure you're not really a chicken. I'm

sorry. But tell me, why can't you ask

to join the school mountain bike

team?

Mario sat down on the grass and,

after a long pause, eventually said:

- The mountain bike team is for

older children, the cool kids. I'm not

cool enough. Even my sister hits

me... 
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- Ah, Mario, come on... Look, let's

make a deal. I'll show you some

tricks to do on your bike and you'll

be my friend. Before I got ill I was

really good on the bike. What do

you think of the deal?

Mario smiled at Seb. Now he could

tell his sister that he had a best

friend, who was nearly fifteen.

Perhaps she would stop hitting him

now... Well, he wouldn't tell her his

new friend was ill, although maybe

it wouldn't do any harm, either.

And, with a bit of luck, he'd be able

to join the school bike team and

everything...
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- It's a deal! Give me five! said

Mario raising his hand in air.

- Woof, woof, woof, it's a deal!

barked Nico.

- Did the dog just say something?

Or am I going crazy? asked Mario.

- No, you're not, Mario. Nico talks. I

told you he was like a human. But

before he only talked to me. And

now I see he talks to you, too. That

means he trusts you. Not that he

talks a lot, to be honest. It's our

secret, OK? 
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- Absolutely! said Mario

delightedly.

But a few moments later he was

quiet and seemed sad.

- What's the matter, Mario? asked

Seb.

- Nothing, it's nothing...
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Mario looked down at the ground.

- Hey, come on - said Seb- friends

tell each other things.

- Oh, alright then. The thing is...

can I tell my friend Nicole? asked

Mario.

- You have a friend called Nicole,

hmmmm... - Seb was intrigued.
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- She's a friend of mine who lives in

Washington DC. A long way away.

We Skype. I want to tell her

everything. I want to tell her about

you and Nico and the swimming

pool and the mountain bike team...

Can I tell her? pleaded Mario.

- Well aren't you cool! You have an

American friend! Sure, tell her

everything! 
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Chapter III

Mario and Seb spent the whole day

together. When Seb felt very tired,

they did jigsaw puzzles or played

Ludo. To begin with, Mario got

angry when he lost, but he

gradually realised that you can't

always win and that playing can

still be fun even if you don't.
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When Seb felt less tired, they

played tiddlywinks. As Seb

recovered his strength, they

started going for longer walks and

then they did a bit of

skateboarding, nice and slowly at

first; and soon he was abke to ride

his bike a little. They went out for

the day and Mario climbed trees

abd told Seb what he could see

from the top. They went down to the

river and Seb sat on the bank and

watched happily as Mario and Nico

played in the water. Then they went

blackberry picking, even though

the blackberries weren't quite ripe

yet.
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Mario learned how to do wheelies,

how to brake hard on the front

wheel and lift the back wheel in the

air, and how to ride no- handed.

Seb also started going to Theresa's

house to make cupcakes, to feed

the dogs, and to help Pedro to fix

things with a screw gun.
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Chapter IV

School had finished for everyone

and Mario's friends started to

arrive: Dexter,  John, Eleanor, Lucy,

Sarah and Celia. The estate gor

busier by the day, and then it was

time for one of the things that

Mario most looked forward to every

year: summer camp. Mario couldn't

wait to go, but he was sorry to

leave Seb on his own, so he went to

tell him.
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When he got to Seb's house the

gate was padlocked and all the

shutters were down. Even the

swimming pool was empty, and

summer wasn't even over yet.
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Mario went back home feeling a bit

shocked.

- Theresa, Peter! Everything's shut!

Everything's shut! shouted Mario.

- What's going on? What's all this

fuss about, Mario? asked Theresa.

- I went to Seb's house and

everything's shut. Completely shut,

said Mario a little more calmly but

almost with tears in his eyes.
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- Hold on, hold on. I'm going to call

his mum to see what's happening,

said Theresa. She called, but there

was no reply.

- Do you think something might

have happened to him? asked

Mario, feeling scared as he held

onto Theresa for comfort.

- I don't know, darling, we'll just

have to wait and see, replied

Theresa, giving him a hug and a

kiss. 
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Mario spent every day in front of

Seb's house, even though all the

shutters were still down. The

summer passed. Another school

year passed. And then it was that

time of year again, the moment that

Mario always looked forward to so

much: going back to Fairmount to

stay with Theresa and Peter. But

this year he also wanted to see

Seb.
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As soon as he arrived he got on his

bike and cycled as fast as he could

to Seb's house.

When he got there, he left his bike

leaning against a tree and then

pointed at the gate with his arm

outstretched. He closed his eyes

thinking "open up, open up...". He

heard a noise and opened his eyes.

Little by little the gate was

opening.
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Mario entered with a smile on his

face. He'd done it. He went around

the side of the house to the back

garden. He saw the figure of a boy

in a window. At first, he didn't

recognise who it was. The boy had

lots of ginger hair. He waved and

smiled. It was Seb!
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- Wait there, I'm coming! shouted

Seb.

And a few seconds later he was

there.

- Hi Mario! How's it going, man?

said Seb, offering Mario a fist

pump.

- Hi Seb! You look great! And all

that hair! You're a ginger, man!
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- Yes, I am, - he said, smiling-. You

got anything against gingers?

asked Seb, giving Mario a friendly

push.

- No, no, of course not. Hey, guess

what?

- You got into the school mountain

bike team.
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- How do you know? asked Mario in  

surprise.

- Because I've got superpowers. I

told you I'd get well, and now I am. I

told you that you would get into the

team, and you did. Let's ride our

bikes! I'll beat you, just you wait

and see!

And the two friends set off, cycling

downhill towards the river.
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